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Abstract
Grid computing is a large scale geographically distributed and heterogeneous system that provides a common platform for running different grid enabled applications. As each application has different characteristics and
requirements, it is a difficult task to develop a scheduling strategy able to achieve optimal performance because
application-specific and dynamic system status have to be
taken into account. Moreover it may be possible to obtain optimal performance for multiple application simultaneously using a single scheduler. Hence in a lot of cases
the application scheduling strategy is assigned to an expert
application user who provides a ranking criterion for selecting the best computational element on a set of available
resources. Such criteria are based on user perception of
system capabilities and knowledge about the features and
requirements of his application. In this paper an intelligent mechanism has been both implemented and evaluated
to select the best computational resource in a grid environment from the application viewpoint. A neural network
based system has been used to capture automatically the
knowledge of a grid application expert user. The system
scalability problem is also tackled and a preliminary solution based on sorting algorithm is discussed. The aim is
to allow a common grid application user to benefit of this
expertise.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays several models to make computation are proposed and exploited. Among these supercomputers represent the classical approach for processing heavy computational jobs but at the same time they are both an expansive solution and unable to solve very huge computational
scientific problems; enterprise-level distributed computing
have limited cross-organizational capability, while peer-topeer technology has limited scope and mechanisms. Finally web services and semantic web computational approaches are respectively not dynamic and focused on a
particular problem. A novel technological solution to support collaborative work on wide area scale is nowadays
known as the grid. A grid is a distributed collection of computational and storage resources which constitute an infrastructure for establishing, managing and evolving multiorganizational federations which are dynamic, autonomous

and domain independent, known as Virtual Organizations
(VO) [1]. Users within a particular VO have access to all
or some of these resources, i.e. computing, data, instrumentations and services.
Recently several scientific communities are evaluating and
testing the grid technology for resolving in a coordinate
way novel and unexplored domain problems. The grid
platform has being applied successfully in the high performance data mining services[2], in three-dimensional (3D)
data acquisition in medical imaging applications [3], in biological sequence alignment[4] and in data-intensive high
energy physics experiments currently being developed at
CERN[5].
In large scale grid application a problem arises about the
job execution performance[6]. In a lot of cases the application scheduling strategy is assigned to an expert application
user who provides a criterion for selecting the best resource
in order to improve the application performance. However
it depends on the real availability of a user who plays the
expert application role.
In this paper a solution is proposed to capture and describe
in automatic way the knowledge of the grid application expert user. The aim is to provide an intelligent mechanism
that leads to select the best grid resource for the job submission from the expert point of view and then to enable
an unskilled grid application user to benefit of this expertise. Section 2 gives an overview on the basic grid architecture and a description of the selection process driven by the
user. Section 3 describes the user selection model based
on a feed-forward neural network algorithm. Finally the
simulation and experimental results are shown.

A BASIC COMPUTATIONAL GRID
REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE
Computational grids are created to serve different communities with widely varying characteristics and requirements. Therefore a general grid architecture is composed
by fundamental elements as the basic service elements and
the technological ones. In particular in high-performance
applications the basic services are referred to computational and storage services, while the technological elements concern end systems, computer clusters, intranets
and internets. Computing and storage physical resources
are available respectively as Computing Element (CE) and
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Storage Element (SE) services (fig.1). Each CE delivers
jobs to the Worker Nodes, which will perform the real
work. The Computing Element provides an interface to
the local batch queuing system. A Computing Element can
manage one or more Worker Nodes [7].
The system component for both managing grid resources
and executing applications is the workload management
system (WMS) [8, 9, 10]. The Resource Broker (RB) is
the core component of the Workload Management System
which plays the role of a super-scheduler. Its main activities are resource selection, mapping and scheduling. Selection task refers to the process of selecting proper resources
which are available and fulfill application requirements.
Mapping task has the responsibility both to assign an application task to compute resources and to distribute data.
Finally scheduling task deals with the allocation of computation over-time. The component, which allows users to
interact with the grid system, is the User Interface (UI). UI
permits the submission, the status monitoring and the output result retrieval of jobs. User can request to the system
a list of computational resources which fulfill the application requirements. Finally he can express a certain ranking
criterion choosing the best resource for his jobs.

USER RESOURCE SELECTION MODEL
Often scheduling process is performed by an expert grid
user who chooses the best computational resource according to both job type and grid status. Grid status can be
described by the status of each computing element. In a lot
of cases resource selection is performed on heuristic base
and therefore it is not described in a formal way. Although
a formal description is not available, a study on a suitable
set of resource selection examples can give rise to a formal
generalization.
Artificial neural networks are the natural candidates for
this task, because they are able to describe in sub-symbolic
fashion the knowledge acquired by example observation.

Neural networks are computational models based on processing elements which are connected together such to
make a scheme similar to a human nervous system. They
are parallel and distributed structures for information processing, composed by elaboration elements interconnected
by unidirectional channels. Each channel has an associated numeric weight according to matured experience during the learning phase.
The learning phase is carried out feeding the neural network with a set of user resource selection examples. A specific algorithm is used to modify synaptic matrix for minimizing the neural network error which results from comparison of user and neural network selection. Fig. 2 shows
as examples are built. Both job description and computing
element status are described respectively by J{j 1 , j2 , jh }
and CEi {si1 , si2 , ..., sik } vectors. The job description and
the grid status are the input data; the selected computing
element is the expected output.
For studying a user resource selection model based on
neural network mechanism, a simulation has been done.
As an example, the user behavior has been modeled using
the Minimum Completion Time algorithm [11]. It requires
four input parameters, shown in tab. 1. The first three parameters describe the computing element status. The job
description is represented by the computational weight parameter. In the simulation a feed forward neural network
with one hidden layer is used, trained by supervised modality [12].
Table 1: MCT Parameters
Parameter
Unit of measurement
CE average SpecInt95
[Specint95]
Queuing mean time per job
[s]
Number of jobs
[]
running on the resource
Job Computational Weight
[Specint95*s]

In our simulation scenario we considered a computational grid composed by 5 computing elements. Therefore
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100

sidering the error frequency, obtained as the difference between the norm of the computing element selected by the
user and the norm of the computing element selected by the
neural network based system (fig. 4).
Previous solution is little scalable when the number of computing elements becomes larger. So we are investigating
an alternative solution based on a sorting algorithm. We
assume that the grid expert user choices the best grid resource, selecting the first of a ordered list of available computing elements. This ordering can be carried out through a
bubble sort algorithm. The basis of this algorithm is to repeatedly iterate through the list comparing every adjacent
pair of elements and swapping them if they are not in the
correct relation. At the same manner we can use the neural network system to compare adjacent pair of computing
elements through the list of available resources. We can
stop at the first iteration because we are interested in the
resource on top of the list. The advantage of this solution
is that the system become more scalable if the number of
computing elements increases.
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80

In this paper a skilled user-model based on a neural network algorithm has been implemented and evaluated. The
study has been done to develop an intelligent and automatic
mechanism for making available to the large grid communities the expertise of a skilled grid user in system resource
selection. Presented work is evolving in searching a more
scalable solution based on a sorting algorithm.
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Figure 4: System performance
the input layer of the neural network contains 16 nodes.
The output layer of neural network is composed by a single
node whose output depicts the selected computing element
according to the simple indicator as expressed in equ. 1:
O=

CEselected 2
NP arameters + 1

(1)

where NP arameters represents the component number of
CE status vector. For the neural network training and testing phase two sets, each composed by 5000 examples, have
been used. The training phase has been stopped at 28th
epoch when the network over-training has been observed
(fig. 3). After training phase, a validation of neural network
has been performed using a sample of 10000 job submissions.
The system performance has been measured comparing
the neural network selection against the expert user selection. The efficiency of the system has been evaluated con-
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